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fx a previous paper,= the author had shown that for a linear lattice with 
p atoms in its unit cell, there are (2p - 1) frequencies for Which the group 
velocity of the waves traversing along the lattice vanish, and it was further 
proved that any arbitrary initial disturbance ultimately settles into a super- 
position of these (2p - 1) characteristic vibrations, the amplitudes of 
vibrations at any instant being proportional to the square root of the time 
elapsed. These results, however are not peculiar to linear lattices alone 
and we have reason to believe that for periodic lattices in two and three 
dimen~ions,~ there are (8p - 2) and (24p - 3) frequencies respectively for 
which the group velocity of the waves associated with them vanish, p in each 
case represeiiting the number of atoms in an unit cell of the lattice. It is 
the object of the present paper to prove the above statement and extend the 
results of the previous paper to the case of a rectangular lattice, which for 
simplicity is assumed to coiisist of one particle in each of its unit cells. 

We shall denote the lattice distances by dl and 4 and let tan h = d2 
dl. 

The position of any particle is specified by means of the ordered pair of 
integers (I, m) and the components of the displacements of the particles along 
the x and y directions are denoted by xl,, and y ~ ,  ,. We restrict the inter- 
action of any particle to its immediate and diagonal neighbours only and 
neglect the effect of the forces caused on it by the displacements of the more 
distant neighbours. Since the interacting forces are assumed to be central, 
this assumption places a restriction on the magnitudes of d, and d2 and 
implies that (dl2+ dZ2)+ is less than both 2dl and 2d2. The potential energy 
of the lattice now becomes a function of three force constants a, /?, y and 
as (xl , ,  cos X + y ~ ,  , sin A) is the resolved part of the displacement of the 
particle (I, m) along the diagonal joining it to the particle (I + 1, m + I), 
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